There's More to the Camera's Obscura
Than Meets the Eye 1
WILLIAM URICCHIO

As one might expect of a book titled "Stop Motion and Fragmenta
tion of Time," many of the contributors were concerned with, as the con
ference call put it, "fragments of reality through a shooting device." My
self-appointed task is to be oppositional. But because I fully share the
organizers' goal of opening new perspectives on the intermedial prac
tices within which cinematography first appeared, perhaps I should more
accurately describe my approach as "complementary." I want to begin
with a series of questions: What alternatives can we find to fragmenta
tion and stop motion? Does an atomized notion of space and visual experi
ence (a representational tradition predicated upon the fracturing of visual
experience into static images that are in turn re-animated) assume an
atomized or ruptured notion of time? Are other temporal orders (for
example, time as flowing and continuous) possible? Have there been other
relevant moving image-technologies that have attempted to circumvent
the process of fragmentation and re-animation, and if so, how might these
help to re-contextualize and locate the technologies of fragmentation that
film embodies?
To take the last question first, I will argue that there was indeed a rel
evant moving image technology that was free from the inherent temporal
fragmentation and delay of the photographie image. The technology to
which I refer might most appropriately be called "television," even though
most of my analysis will focus on expectations regarding a representa
tional tradition that might better be called the "televisual." My view is
rooted in an ongoing research project that situates the televisual as a key
intermedial context for the emergence of film. Such a context opens up
new readings of film 's historically perceived representational capacities,
and quite possibly renders film as the great compromise, rather than the
great wonder, of the nineteenth century. The reason for my shift from
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the object "television'.' to the condition "televisual" has to do with the ideal
typical status of a medium that was fully imagined and partially tech
nologized in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, but that failed to
prevail as a significant material practice. It refers to a discourse of live
ness, a technology of visual contiguity and simultaneity with the lived
world, something rather doser to the telescope than to the photographie
camera. I will argue that the televisual constituted a specific eiement in
the horizon of expectations that greeted film, and raise some questions
about certain early film practices which might be re-read in light of this
context. Moreover, I would like to use this opportunity to examine much
earlier traditions of "moving image" technology such as the sixteenth
century camera obscura, in order to argue that our intense concem with
visuality has caused·us to overlook temporality, a dimension that is obvi
ously crucial to our thinking about moving images. Of course, we often
think about media and temporality, but as this conference attests, it is most
often in terms of stasis, fixate strategies for re-animation, and illusion.

Heresy
As part of the task of reclaiming ideas about flow, simultaneity, and
technologies of visual contiguity with the lived world, to see how they
might have shaped the horizon of expectations for the film medium,
I need briefly to recapitulate elements of a heretical view that I have pub
lished elsewhere. 2 Although one can trace the idea of moving image trans
missions back to the distant past (one commentator goes back to the
ancient Egyptians), I think we can speak about the televisual in a spe
cific sense with the coming of Bell's telephone in 1876. The telephone
sparked an anticipatory concem about visual systems that could share
the instrument's ability to link distant locations point-to-point in real time.
This consensus took the form of verbal and graphie descriptions in both
the scientific and popular press, as well as technological invention and
patenting. For their inspiration, authors of these reports and inventors of
these new devices drew not only upon the telephone, but also upon the
telegraph, especially the picture-telegraph that had been in service since
the 1850s, the magic lantern, photography, and, after its introduction
in 1878, the gramophone. Although a wide range of possibilities were
described, most shared several characteristics: an explicit integration of
the I iveness and point-to-point links offered by the telephone; a projected
two-dimensional visual display (in a rectilinear or oval frame) informed
by the magic lantern and photography; and "live" moving images with
which spectators could internet in real-time. As we shall see, this vision
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was additionally enlivened by a clear sense of genres and a full-blown
taxonomy of applications.
The supporting evidence for this imagined television apparatus can
be found in many domains. In June 1877 L'année scienti:fï.que et indus
trielle included a description of the "telectroscope," a device attributed
to Alexander Graham Bell that supposedly sent live images over a dis
tance. Within two years of Bell 's invention, a now famous cartoon
appeared in Punch which showed a girl in Ceylan speaking on the tele
phone with her parents in the United Kingdom by way of a wide-screen
"electric camera-obscura" attributed to Edison. J By 1883, Albert Robida
would provide his full-blown science fiction description of the "tele
phonoscope", an audio-visual technology that could bring distant enter
tainment into the living room, and serve as a means of surveillance, as
well as serve the mission of" la suppression de l'absence" by facilitating
real-time face-to-face communication over vast distances. 4 Robida 's
"prediction" of television, like the prognostications of some of his con
temporaries, offers a striking instance of technological anticipation, but
it also speaks to the long history of ideas, urges, and attempts that infuse
our most recent understanding of "new" media (Fig. 1 ). Thanks to these
inaccurate reports and science fiction fantasies, simultaneity, a quality
the popular imagination already defined by and experienced in the
telephone, was understood as an attribute that a visual medium could
possess as well.
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Figure 1 : Albert Robida 's depiction of television news,
Le journal téléphonoscopique ( 1883).
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If the televis�al enjoyed a period of rich development as an imaginary
technology shortly after the invention of the telephone, certainly the ma
terial base that it held in common with the telephone also enjoyed a long
pre-history - at least as long as the one we attribute to the film medium.
For example, Daguerre's and Fox Talbot's 1830s experiments, milestones
so central to cinema's development, might be paralleled to Samuel
Morse's 1837 demonstrations of an electronic telegraph; Reynaud's pro
jecting praxinoscope or Muybridge's zoopraxiscope, both from around
1879, might be paralleled to Bell's voice telephone of 1876. Edison's
and the Lumières' patents for the moving picture camera and projector
might be paralleled to the patent for what would become the first working
television system: Paul Nipkow's 1884 patent for the elektrisches Tele
skop, the so-called "Nipkow disk," a key component of mechanical
television systems up to the early 1940s. 5 Nipkow's system permitted
the instantaneous "dissection" of images, their transmission as electrical
signais, and their "reassembly." By 1889, Lazare Weiller's Phoroscope
proved capable of much the same task, except that in place of a spinn
ing disk, Weiller used a revolving drum made of angled mirrors. Nearly
one hundred years ago as projected moving pictures first graced the
screen, Charles Frances Jenkins designed his Phantascope, a name that
indicated two devices: an Edison patent-breaking moving picture system
co-designed with Thomas Armat, and a television system that promised,
but so far as we know, failed, to transmit simple shapes.
Whether imagined or technologically deployed, one striking feature
of these proto-televisual forms was their emphasis on a notion of live
ness and experiential contiguity, an emphasis that can be seen in the lan
guage used to describe the new medium. In German, for example, the
most commonly used term for television (Fernseher) was appropriated
from the identical word meaning "telescope" with the result that this latter
definition has grown archaic (Fig. 2). More commonly, however, new
terms were invented, blending known technologies of liveness together
with electricity: the telectroscope, the telephonoscope, the electronic
camera obscura, and Nipkow's just-mentioned elektrisches Teleskop
(Fig. 3). During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a number of
inventors, writers, cartoonists, and presumably even some portion of the
general public, connected the idea of moving images with the ideas of
liveness (defined as simultaneity, and embodied in the telephone), and
extension (defined as seeing from a distance and embodied in the tele
scope). This is not to deny that alternate conceptual models were avail
able. For example, the development of the gramophone two years after
the telephone and the ability to store the ephemeral element of sound
led to developments such as Wordsworth Donisthorpe's eight for mo
tion picture camera and projector, patented in 1889. 6 Nevertheless,
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Figure 2: Before the elektrisches Teleskop ... a 19th century
advertisement for the Fernseher.

I want to suggest that the horizon of expectations that greeted the moving
picture medium in the course of the next decade was shaped by a number
of ideas about simultaneity and flow, and that technological developments
such as Nipkow's disk constituted tangible elements in that horizon.

Time and the Temporality of Viewing
The attempt to recover the intermedial space that early television
and film inhabited raises a number of questions having to do with time.
Stephen Kern has offered a compelling portrait of the competing notions
of temporality vying for dominance in fields such as philosophy, psy
chology, and physics during the last quarter of the nineteenth and begin
ning of the twentieth centuries. 7 For the purposes of this essay, we can
simply make a quick heuristic distinction between two contrasting tra
ditions of thinking about time within which the televisual and film may
be situated. 8 This distinction can in turn be teased out by examining
representation systems, viewers and the viewing experience, and philo
sophical systems; in short, by considering the dispositil implied by
the various technologies, whether televisual or cinematic.
To begin, we have the familiar tradition of conceiving time as frag
mented and atomized. This notion is heavily, but certainly not exclusively,
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Figure 3: Edison 's Telephonoscope (Punch, 1878).

indebted to the mechanical and analytic traditions of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, in which motion cou Id be dissected and reactivated.
This view, which in fact can be traced back to the pre-Socratics, has been
central to the "Stop Motion and Fragmentation ofTime" conference, and
underlies much of our thinking about the film medium. The twentieth
century version of this model of temporal fragmentation repositions the
phenomenon in terms of modernity. Stephen Kern and David Lowe, for
example, see film 's ability to speed up time, to freeze it or even reverse
it as emblematic of the modern (and the relative), as well as of twentieth
century thinking about time. 9 The contrasting notion of time conceived
as continuous, as flow, as seamless, is something that tends to derive from
the agrarian past (cyclically flowing time) and the electrical age (tele
graph, telephone, television). lt, too, makes a claim for the modern, not
only technologically, but in the context of the international time treaties
that were signed at the beginning of the twentieth century, or in relation
to processes like globalization and simultaneity and indeed, the syn
chronicity associated with our increasingly computer-mediated present. 10
Like fragmented time, continuous time is both capable of variations
(although in place of mechanically speeding up or slowing clown, con
tinuous time can be internai, subjective and highly variable) and it is
capable of being uniform (as defining "nowness", an external stream
without variation).
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These two notions are the ends of a spectrum and, as I have suggested
above, have long histories that we can trace back to the ontological sys
tems of several pre-Socratic philosophers. Among them, Parmenides of
Elea, the champion of a radical notion of "nowness", held that true being
was absolutely continuous, homogenous, etemal, imperishable, motion
less, and unfragmented, a state of unity with no past and no future.
Although he acknowledged that things in the world appear to change,
Parmenides nonetheless denied the reality of such appearances. To
him, "real being" meant static presence, and notions of "becoming" or
"time", were not real because they implied that "something is becoming
which it is not." (We owe the rightly famous "paradoxes" to his younger
friend and student Zeno, who wanted to show that plurality was unreal
and movement impossible.) Atomists like Democritus stood at the other
end of the spectrum. They conceived of the universe as fragmented into
the "atoms" we are so familiar with nowadays, and for the first time intro
duced the concept of empty space. They argued that although we per
ceive a stable world and have a sense of continuity, the world's true nature
is fragmentary with the ongoing recombinations of the invisible atoms
constituting real change. The Atomists, however, fused both flux and
stability claiming that while the world of stable appearances was an
illusion, the atoms themselves were considered "etemal, changeless and
indestructible."
If they could, the Atomists, for whom stable particles (for atoms, read
frames) combine to produce flux, masking the reality of fragmentation
with the appearance of continuity, might see film as conforming to their
world view. The idea of "stop motion and the fragmentation of time"
would seem to address the reality beneath the surface of things, extending
the ontological daims of the Atomists into the realm of time. Parmenides
and his disciples, if they were able, might Jay claim to the televisual with
equally good reason, taking the view that both the viewer and the world
viewed inhabit the same moment, the same "now", the same unity. The
medium simply extends our access to the unity we inhabit.

A Room With a View
Although these two traditions of understanding time have long histo
ries, the situation is somewhat more complicated when we look to his
torical embodiments - especially thôse most relevant to the media under
discussion. Consider the camera obscura, one of our oldest image tech
nologies and one that has been used both as a means of fixing the world
viewed, and as a means of rendering the moving, three-dimensional world
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onto a two-dimensional surface white maintaining its movement. It has
been used as a tool to trace elements of the non-moving world (archi,
tecture, or the sitter for a portrait) and as a means of entertainment and
spectacle (watching the passing world from an unobserved perspective).
Its long history as a metaphor for vision and consciousness generally, its
use as a conceptual model for photography and film, and its specific appli,
cation as a tool for painting, suggest the term's range of meanings and
its centrality to our culture.
Just as importantly, the camera obscura is encrusted with five centu,
ries of historical (and ideological) interpretations, themselves rooted in
various philosophical systems. The variety of interpretations over time,
depending on the context and critic, has produced complex set of pos,
sibilities. 11 Because the implications of the camera obscura are so cen,
tral to the ideological underpinnings of scopie culture, they are worth
situating (even if my choice of interpretations is ultimately as arbitrary
as any other). Although the camera obscura's history goes back at least
to Aristotle, Della Porta's 1558 treatise developed the concept fully and
has remained an important reference point in subsequent thinking about
the device. For Della Porta, the apparatus embodied the Renaissance
concem for coherence, similitude, and the fixing of the world through
resemblance. Just as Alberti's rules of perspective fixed the dynamic
distance between subject and object, the camera obscura represented and
defined the viewer's relationship to the world viewed. The Enlightenment,
by contrast, read the camera obscura in much the same manner as it read
nature: as a machine with rules and logic. What was seen was of sec,
ondary importance to the rules of seeing, the logic of vision. The Carte,
sian suspicion of sensory input undermined the world as apprehended
by vision and opened the way for its apprehension by reason. (The tra,
dition of Spinoza and Leibniz, both lens makers, would obviously give
this idea a new twist.) Today, by contrast, we are more concerned with
a kind of ideological polarization: on one hand the camera obscura and
its successors can be seen to represent a nineteenth century narrative of
representational progress (our vision machines just keep getting better
and better); and on the other hand they can be seen as an enduring appa,
ratus of social and political power, surveillance, and contro112 (Fig. 4).
Severa! aspects of these various interpretive schemes remain largely
constant: the camera obscura (and the representation system it is bound
up in) can be seen as defining subject-object relations. More specifically,
the camera obscura confines and isolates its subject, effacing the viewer,
while at the same time physically reinforcing his or her centrality. But
such historie interpretations have largely been articulated within the
confines of visual culture, leaving unquestioned the temporal aspects of
the camera obscura, and rendering it a room with an unproblematized
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Figure 4: One of the various rnodels of the camera obscura.

view. lndeed, the absence of temporality as an element in the discus
sion of how the camera obscura represents is striking. Just as with the
historically encrusted meanings of visual culture, historically layered
understandings of temporality selectively accrete to the interpretation
of the camera obscura, giving it complexity. The Renaissance notion of
time as a strictly defined system of relations, the Enlightenment concern
with the principles of temporality, the nineteenth century's teleologically
driven notion of a continuum organized around progressive temporality,
and indeed, our own highly relativistic and synchronous notions of
time - ail these conceptions of time bear fundamentally on the interpre
tation of the camera obscura.
Our thinking about the camera obscura has tended to avoid the tem
poral, with the result that one can as easily assert the device's appropri
ateness for the media of photography and film as for television. Yet it is
clear that media defined around temporal disruptions and discontinuities
such as the storage-based media of film and photography embrace the
camera obscura only in a spatial sense while a medium such as televi
sion , by contrast, embraces the camera obscura's temporality as well as
its spatiality. The difference is critical: the spatial dimension is largely
concerned with representing a particular order; while the temporal is
actively involved in the process of ordering.
This distinction, complicated as it is by the shifting field of historical
interpretation, might be teased out by loo�ing at related developments
in the panopticon, the panorama, and the panoramic motion picture. To
quickly recapitulate, the camera obscura has three main features: The
viewing subject is in a fixed location, hidden from the world; the viewer's
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relation to the world is spatially contiguous and temporally simultaneous;
and the viewing subject is at the center of the world viewed.
These three criteria are also met by the panopticon, Jeremy Bentham's
monument to the Enlightenment. But the panopticon has given rise to
a more specific range of interpretive characteristics: The world viewed
is architecturally circumscribed (the panopticon's walls); its agenda is
determined by a disciplinary logic, thus surveillance and visual control
are its dominant modes; consequently, its ideological orientation is entrap
ping rather than liberating. The stability and duration implicit in its archi
tectural and institutional design are the key criteria for the functionality
of the panopticon, since they aid in the project of observing and con
trolling the ephemeral: human activity. Yet the irony of the panopticon
is that despite very real differences in power between the observer and
the observed, it is mutually entrapping. This is in large part due to the
human agencies locked within the outer walls of the structure: They can
look back, fixing the inhabitants of the tower in their gaze. But it is also
due to the constrained nature of the authorized and controlling gaze: the
central viewing tower is surrounded by an artificial horizon standing
between it and the world, or rather, inserting itself as a surrogate world
and obliviating the world beyond. Thus, the panopticon differs from the
camera obscura not only in terms of functionality, but also in its defini
tion of the world to be viewed.
The panorama also bears consideration. Patented by Robert Barker in
1787 and architecturally similar to the panopticon, it shares several attrib
utes with both Bentham 's monument and the camera obscura: The
viewing subject is in a fixed location, hidden from the world; his or her
relation to the world is spatially contiguous; and he or she is at the center
of the world viewed, which, like the panopticon, is architecturally cir
cumscribed.
Like the world of the panopticon, the world of the panorama is artifi
cially circumscribed, blocking visual access to, or substituting for the lived
world. Unlike the panopticon, however, the panorama is not a constructed
living world. It is, instead, a simulation, an ideal, virtual world, a con
struction that is frozen in time. Despite their architectural similarities,
Bentham's contrived theater gives way to Barker's equally contrived
painting, with the concomitant differences these two spectacles entail.
Significantly, if one looks to Barker's 1787 patents for the panorama,
one realizes that his emphasis was on the act of seeing and not, as we
often tend to assume, on the object seen. Barker's patent insisted upon
"making the viewer feel as if really on the spot," and to that end, he took
great pains to define the panorama's framing and masking devices.
Barker's description suggests something very much Jike our contempo
rary notion of immersion, and suggests as well André Bazin 's distinc-
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tion between visual realism and perceptual realism (Barker would most
likely have advocated the latter rather than the former). As we know today
from some of the amusements in London's Trocadero or Los Angeles'
Disneyland, or, looking back, from George Hale's chain of cinemas in
the first decade of the twentieth century (Hales' Tours of the World), the
correct perceptual eues are capable of evoking the experience of "being
there" even in the face of Jess than realistic graphies. As Barker put it,
the panorama was "AN IMPROVEMENT ON (sic) painting, Which relieves
that sublime Art from a Restraint it has ever labored under." 13
The panorama thus worked its magic of simulation by relying pri
marily on framing strategies and only secondarily on painted imagery.
Of course the painted (or photographed) subject matter of the panorama,
static and more or Jess adhering to realist conventions, could be com
pelling in its own right, but the medium's power resided in the combined
effect. This contrasts sharply with the camera obscura where the effect
stemmed from the process of representation, with the external world
taking flattened and inverted fonn in the darkened room. The translation
from lived reality to reflected image occurred instantly, and the realism
of the representation served as a benchmark of mimesis. If we compare
the stasis and temporal asynchronicity of the panorama's graphies as well
as its ability to simulate "being there" to the camera obscura's connec
tion with real time and its graphie reflection of the lived world, we might
be reminded of the differences between film and television. Here I would
argue that on the one hand, early expectations regarding moving image
systems can be accounted for in part by reference to the televisual, which
fulfils the camera obscura's spatial and temporal daims. On the other
hand, the motion picture panorama, by title the single largest category
of films copyrighted in the United States between 1896 and 1912, 14 can
be seen as an appropriate inheritor of the panorama's daims, and their
emphasis upon the act of seeing rather than upon the simulated reality
seen. As I have said, these issues are complicated because of the shifting
fields of cultural meaning, and because of the often unpredictable ac
tivation of historically embedded interpretations. Nevertheless, cultural
space remains a highly determining force, and if we consider the con
text into which film was born and particularly late nineteenth century
thinking about duration and time, the sine qua non of a moving image
medium, we can raise some interesting questions about the perception
of moving pictures.
Late in the nineteenth century, ideas and apparatuses for moving image
media took form in the midst of a relative-ly widespread reconsideration
of the nature and structure of time. Sorne ideas about the nature of time
seemed apparent in the attributes of certain technologies such as the
instantaneity of the telephone versus the seriality of long distance tele-
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graphs where "repeaters" were necessary. Sorne ideas were institution
ally embedded such as the establishment of railroad time in distinction
from local time or the mobilization of international political support for
universal time and time treaties. And some ideas about the nature of time
could be seen in fields ranging from physics (Mach and Minkowski's
work with the space-time continuum and Einstein's theories of relativity)
to philosophy (Bergson's description of intuitive time and Husserl's
discussion of phenomenal time). These latter, more elaborated and less
applied ideas about time in particular broke from the older objectivist,
mechanized idea of time.

Implications?
The cultural moment at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the
twentieth centuries is widely (and I think appropriately) considered to
mark a paradigm shift. The question is how to read the project of frag
mentation, of atomizing motion and with it time. There is no question
but that certain filmmakers self-consciously embraced the modernist
project and made the most of the cinematic means at their disposai, cel
ebrating the relativistic and flexible nature of time by fragmenting motion.
But what of the televisual alternative, deeply connected as it was with
the ideas of time identified with the telephone? What of the ideas of simul
taneity, liveness, and flow as opposed to the mechanical disassembly and
reconstitution of time represented by film? Most discussions of the ho
rizon of expectations which greeted the film medium do not include
such elements as extensiveness with the lived world and the "now" of
the viewing process. As I have tried to show, photography can by no means
be assumed to be the sole pre-condition for a moving image medium,
and if we go so far as to drop it as a necessary and defining condition,
we might begin to ask very different questions about the cultural space
film entered. For example, what if the film medium had in fact entered
a space prepared for television?
We ail know the apocryphal tale of the Lumière effect, with viewers
running for cover from the oncoming train. What is curious is the lon
gevity of that story for nearly a decade after that first Paris screening. 1s
Might we not read this persistent tale as evidence of the motion picture
industry's attempt to situate its products within a discourse of liveness?
M ight we not see it as proof of the audience 's expectation of images that
were co-extensive with the lived world? Such readings may be more
appropriate than the more familiar attribution of alleged audience shocl<
to the new heights in visual realism achieved by the film medium, or the
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explanation that certain naïve audiences could not distinguish between
movement and presence.
I have already suggested that the importance of the disproportionately
large number of filmed panoramas echoes the relevance of the architec
tural panorama: both replicated the live viewing experience of the panop
ticon and camera obscura. As noted, the resemblance resides in how these
filmed images were constructed, and in particular, the use of minimal
editing to create the effect of a space-time continuum. Perhaps the best
example of this strategy (one that can be seen in a computer-enhanced
version in some contemporary amusement centers) is Hale's Tours, in
which elaborate framing strategies underscored the desire to construct
a space that seems contiguous (and possibly a time that is simultaneous)
with the viewer's.
As we begin to do more research in the area of early cinema, it becomes
clear that the signifying practices - particularly with regard to editing operating in non-fiction differed from those deployed in fiction films.
Non-fiction films seemed generally to have resisted the sorts of edito
rial fragmentation that characterized their fictional counterparts - a ten
dency that became more evident as the medium developed. T he Georges
Demeny films screened during the conference, particularly the extended
shots of waves pounding the shore, could easily have been read in their
time as live; the films' arrangements of time and space simulated a tele
visual viewing experience in the same manner that the panorama simu
lated the experience of the panopticon. We might, tao, consider certain
terminological markers that appear in the early years of the film medium:
the dominance of the actualité, a term loaded with meanings, one of which
is temporal; or American Mutoscope and Biograph 's 68 mm Living Post
cards; or the transition, circa 1903, from the actualité to "canned" drama
that declares the shift from the seemingly live to the emphatically stored
(not to mention the insistence on Greek and Latin invocations of live
ness - Bioscope, Vitagraph, lebende Bilde,; etc.). Might such nomen
clature be understood as claims to the quality of liveness that I have argued
exists in the thinking about moving images in the pre-cinematic era? 16
Finally, what of the ideological implications of the differences between
one apparatus and the other, one form of spectator and the other, one mode
of viewing and the other? As I have tried to suggest in my analysis of
the differences in the historically inscribed interpretations that affect our
understanding of the camera obscura, the panopticon, and the panorama,
these implications are situated in specific interpretive regimes. They selec
tively accrete and are activated in sometimes unpredictable ways. What
then are we to make of the very different relation between the viewer and
the world offered by, on one hand, the non-photographie, live, continu
ous televisual and on the other, the photographie, stored, and disconti-
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nuous filmic? Understanding the horizon of expectations that greeted
early film is as important in answering such questions as is understanding
the moment of cultural inscription.
As I have tried to suggest by looking back to the sixteenth century and
the camera obscura, there is much that can be said about the persistence
of non-photographie moving image technologies. I have limited myself
to exploring the implications of this tradition as a way of rethinking the
intermedial space the early film medium inhabited. But one might also
consider its ongoing role in the pas de deux of media differentiation and
identity. Television-telephone systems of the mid 1930s, various plans
( some acted upon) for telepresence systems from the l 920s- l 940s, and
today's web-cams - they might ail be considered as elements in this
ongoing tradition. By reframing the questions we put to the past, we will
be better able to consider the ongoing transformations in media tech
nology, identity, and cultural practice.
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